
Green Key
UNLOCKING SUSTAINABILITY IN THE

HOSPITALITY BUSINESS

The Green Key award is the leading standard for excellence in the �eld of
environmental responsibility and sustainable operation within the tourism
industry. 
 
Green Key operates according to four main pillars with the overall aim to
increase environmentally friendly and sustainable operation and raise the
environmental awareness in the hospitality industry. 

Educate
 
We put huge focus on informing and involving visitors in the measures being
taken by an establishment towards being more environmentally friendly and
sustainable. We are also ensuring that the staff operating at the establishment
are well informed and trained in the �elds of environmentally friendly and
sustainable practices.

Innovate

Green Key is constantly searching for new and sustainable methods of operation
and use of technology in a bid to reduce the overall environmental footprint
through lower use of energy, water and waste. The change helps the
establishments engaged in Green Key in saving costs.

Add Value

Positive environmental credentials are becoming more and more important to
travelers when they are trying to decide on a place to stay. Green Key symbolizes a
commitment to the environment and sustainable development, which is extremely
attractive to potential guests.

Promote

After achieving the prestigious Green Key award, this can be used by the
establishments to display its engagement in environmental and sustainability
issues.

You have chosen a Green Key hotel. This means that you are
automatically helping to preserve the environment, as we meet Green
Key’s stringent environmental requirements. We make it easier for you
to care for the environment without it diminishing your experience and
comfort.

The Green Key criteria are divided into 13 areas and all awarded
establishments meet a set of high standard environmental requirements.
 

Want to make your stay even greener? Follow these simple
steps to help reduce our environmental impact and to save
natural resources.

Use the towel an extra day

To reduce the use of detergent, packaging, water and energy we offer you
the possibility to use your towel an extra day. If you wish nut to reuse your
towel, please leave it on the �oor. 

Sort the waste

Waste is a resource that can be reused. Leave paper/newspaper and
batteries on the room or conference table and put bottles and cardboard
next to the bin. 

Drink water from the tap

1 litre of drinking water from the tap sends between 1000 and 2000 times
less CO2 into the atmosphere than 1 litre bottled water.  Ask the reception
if you can drink the tap water if you are unsure. 

Use public transportation or bicycles

Bicycles, bus, train and metro are more environmentally friendly than cars.
Find information about public transportation and rental bikes online or ask
in the reception. If you are lucky, your hotel might even have bikes to lend
out! 

Share your opinions about the hotel’s green efforts

Green Key welcomes opinions, thoughts and ideas on the green efforts of
its awarded sites. Please visit http://www.greenkey.global/contact-us/ to
leave your comment and we will administer your feedback as soon as
possible. 

Find green and blue experiences

There might be great natural beauty, hiking, biking or running routes or
other activities around or close to your hotel. Find your experiences online
or ask in the reception.  


